Infinite Games

DBAE and iiae:
Playing Finite and Infinite Art
Games
Stan Horner

This essay is an excerpt from the third volume in the iiae/Analogos

series by the author, now in preparation. DBAE refers to Discipline

Based Art Education while iiae refers to interactive interdisciplinary
art education. In this essay I posit that there are two co-dependent

‘game’ plans informing the orientation of contemporary art education
as represented by these two curricular orientations, and that one is

sustained inside the other. As set forth by Carse, each one gives rise to
a very different set of activation rules for players; this forms the basis
for an attempt to tease out a concept of the ethos streaming through

the current state of art and art education. To be involved in art without

knowing the basic Art Game rules of Finite and Infinite play is to carry
an enormous handicap into the playing.

In orchestrating art-events, (i.e., in planning art-events/sessions

as an artist, teacher, researcher, and/or critic; or on the other side of

the dialogue, as a beholder, a student, a research subject, or a critical

reader) with how much skill are we able to maneuver through the Art
Games of Finite and Infinite play? Do we engage in art differently in a
Meta-Modernist world than we do in a Modernist world

I am indebted to James P. Carse for his extra-ordinary treatise, Finite

and Infinite Games: Vision of Life as Play and Possibility, which articulates a
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basic premise of this essay in much greater detail than is possible here.
I have encountered no other text that unearths with such precision and

with such dexterity-of-word the potential for understanding (standingunder) what I have come to call the Meta-Modern, the contemporary
condition of being aware of being aware. The term Meta-Modern has

been coined in order to better define the new ethos that has emerged

with greater clarity and continuity as successive Modernist movements
come and go. (It is posited here that the Modern and Meta-Modern
movements are both present in the contemporary world; accordingly,

the term post-modern is regarded as inadequate since it suggests the

displacement of one reality by an other.) The Analogos, (Horner,
pp. 21-28), a paradigm/syntagm construct designed to facilitate the
layering of complex ideas, is invoked here as the preferred means for

mapping the revised construct (a short-cut version is included at the
end of this paper).

A finite game is played for the purpose of winning, an infinite

game is played for the purpose of continuing the play…It is
an invariable principle of all who play, finite and infinite, that
whoever plays, plays freely. Whoever must play, cannot play
(Carse, pp. 3-4).

From the above two axioms, one can surmise that the dialectic of

play centers on the difference between collaboration (Infinite play) and

competition (Finite play). And since, according to Carse, everyone plays
the game they choose, even if they try to argue that they are doing it
under duress or limitation, then everyone must be considered response-

able for their decision to participate in whatever game they end up
playing in any given time period. What is important here, however, is
not the differentiation of Infinite and Finite play from each other, but

rather the dynamic of their inter-active relation., for I argue that this
metaphor, this construct of one surviving inside the other, speaks to

the relationship that I suggest exists between Meta-Modernism (as a
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prototypical Infinite ‘game’) and Modernism (as a prototypical Finite
‘game’).

Finite games can be played within an infinite game, but an infinite

game cannot be played within a finite game. Infinite players regard their
wins and losses in whatever finite games they play as but moments in

continuing play….While finite games are externally defined, infinite
games are internally defined. (Carse, p. 7)

In a finite game the aim is to win by silencing the Other; in an

infinite game the aim is to continue the discourse through an
Other. In the former the aim is to become the winning speaking
subject; in the latter it is to share the role of speaking subject. In

the former the rules must not change during the play; in the latter
the rules must continually be updated to guarantee continuity.

“Finite players play within boundaries; infinite players play
with boundaries” (Carse, p. 10). Trained to predict and head off
surprise, a Finite player tries to control the future, “to prevent it
from altering the past.” On the other hand, an Infinite player
insists on the future triumphing over the past.

DBAE and iiae: Playing Finite and Infinite Art Games
Meta-Modernism and Modernism can be regarded as two

disparate ways of being in the world. One, the Meta-Modern, carries

the torch of continuity, i.e., of an Infinite game that must not be allowed
to dissipate—as such, it carries the endurance needed to play host to

the intense, competitive periods, or Finite games, that temporarily flare
up, run their course, and then are finished with clear resolve. This is a

very different concept from the notion that regards Modernism as dead
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because it has been displaced by Post Modernism.
The Analogos schema (Horner, pp. 21-28) cannot be constrained
to remain within the protracted limitations of a (modern/

postmodern) linear-displacement notion; it insists on mapping

the persistence of co-existing layers of any phenomena (Horner,
pp 25, 44). It posits that Modernism and Meta-Modernism not

only co-exist, but that there is a specific inter-relation between

them. The shift in terminology from Post Modern to Meta-Modern
is similar to that which has taken place in stage-step theories:

previous versions of developmental studies often rendered the
displacement of each period by a subsequent one. In contrast to this

lock-step schema, the Analogos supports the updated version of

developmental processes that regards an individual’s experiences

from all previous periods as remaining co-existent in a continuous
present—as available repertoire for current action. In this regard,

it follows that each age is sustained by its on-going Infinite
continuity, a ground beneath and a vision above, that needs

to be secure if it is to support the sporadic break-outs of Finite
discontinuity and definitive resolve. Salient characteristics of iiae,
posited as a prototypical Meta-Modernist construct (Horner),

and of DBAE, posited as a prototypical Modernist construct, are
charted below.

While charts like the accompanying one are typically understood

as polemical, it is of utmost importance that this not be seen as the case
here. For that reason the chart is organized as an Analogos paradigm
to be read from bottom-to-top and as an Analogos syntagm of triangles

to vivify the specific, intrinsic inter-relatedness between all the aspects

of the two columns. Parts i and iiii are Infinite, that is, Meta-Modernist
in character; parts ii and iii are Finite, that is, Modernist in character.
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It is also important to note that, while the terms and definitions in
the chart try to suggest pure characteristics, real life as lived offers an

endless variety of transitional states, trial-and-error scenarios, that
often seem to survive in a not-so-clear mid-world between the two
extremes—before they find their direction. (It should also be noted

that the DBAE/Modernist prototype set forth here is a construct; and

that many real world off-shoots from its disciplinary origins already
exemplify an ongoing iiae/Meta-Modernist orientation.)

If the ultimate run-away Finite game to emerge historically is

the human attempt to wage war with and win over nature, then
one can understand the urgent need to see it in the context of a
larger continuity, that of the Infinite game wherein human nature

is an integral part of primal nature (Abrams). In short, it is critical

that we remain mindful of the potential inherent in a construct of
Finite-/Infinite interdependence. Infinite (collaborative) play needs

to be safeguarded as the mode that offers an enduring present;
Finite (competitive) games need to be fully respected as temporary

forays into the need for closure and containment in the face of an
otherwise infinite endlessness.
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